TOILET & BATH/ORCA & PENGUIN

orca & penguin
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TM

The Penguin can be used in the Orca bath tub, but
fits ordinary bath tubs as well. With its suction cups,
the Penguin sits firmly on all smooth surfaces
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Orca
A bath is not just something to get over with. That is
why R82 has developed a bath tub that provides the
carer with optimum working conditions.
The bath tub from R82 is mounted on a frame. The
frame is height adjustable and can fit the height of
almost any carer, making the bathing experience a
pure pleasure.
Penguin
The Penguin makes bathing comfortable for the child.
It provides support for head and trunk alongside the
great freedom of movement for arms and legs so that
the child can stay longer in the bath. With its adjustable
abduction block it easily fits the individual child.

Orca - height adjustable frame

Orca - wheels with brake

The height adjustable frame makes it easy to fit the tub to almost any carer

Secures the Orca for stability

Smooth surface

Penguin - suction cups

The smooth and hygienic surface on both the Orca and Penguin is easy to
keep clean

Secures the Penguin in the bath tub

TOILET & BATH/ORCA & PENGUIN

Size
87520
The Orca is available in one size

Size
87702
The Penguin is available in one size
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Measurements

C
A

Orca
D
E

B

Width, inside (A)

48 cm (19”)

Length, inside (B)

104 cm (40½ ”)

Width, outside (C)

60 cm (23½”)

Length, outside (D)

115 cm (45”)

Height above floor (adjustable) (E)

94-109 cm (36½-42½”)

Depth of bath tub

26 cm (10”)

Max. load

50 kg (110 lb)

B

Measurements

A

Penguin
A1

C

Width (A)

33 cm (13”)

Inside width, tightest place (A1)

16 cm (6½”)

Length (B)

80 cm (31”)

Height (C)

26 cm (10”)

Length, abduction block to top

56-72 cm (22-28”)

Max. load

20 kg (44 lb)

